Heptahelical protein PQLC2 is a lysosomal cationic
amino acid exporter underlying the action of
cysteamine in cystinosis therapy
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AUTHOR SUMMARY
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stored canavanine sensitivity,
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chemical intermediate (cystethe second PQ loop, suggesting
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that these motifs have funcsubjects, cystinosin and PQLC2 export cystine (the oxidized form of
underlying the current drug
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therapy of cystinosis, a rare
showed that another PQ-loop
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inherited disease caused by
protein, PQLC2, is a lysosomal
because cystinosin is impaired. (Lower Right) The drug cysteamine can
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amino acid transporter that is
reverse this accumulation by entering lysosomes and reacting with
In this condition, large amounts
relevant for the treatment of
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lysine. The mixed disulﬁde is then exported by PQLC2, thus depleting
patient’s lysosomes (Fig. P1) and
We ﬁrst showed that three
cystine from lysosomes and alleviating symptoms.
progressively impair the funcyeast PQ-loop proteins of untion of multiple organs, inknown function, Ypq1, Ypq2,
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and Ypq3, localize to the vacuolar membrane and are involved in
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homeostasis of cationic amino acids. Genetic inactivation of
lysosomes and, with lifelong treatment, alleviates symptoms.
Ypq1 and Ypq2 decreases the sensitivity of yeast cells to canavanine, a natural toxic analog of arginine. This resistance phenotype requires prior accumulation of cationic amino acids in the
vacuole. Moreover, transcription of the YPQ3 gene is activated
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Its role in cysteamine therapy of cystinosis should form the basis of
rationales to improve this treatment and alleviate its constraints
and side effects. For instance, allosteric or transcriptional activators of PQLC2 might potentiate cysteamine and help reduce
the doses. The study of PQLC2 may also help clarify the origin of
cationic amino acid abnormalities in Batten disease, another lysosomal disease characterized by early-onset neurodegeneration
and the accumulation of “aging pigment” (lipofuscin) in
lysosomes.
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BIOCHEMISTRY

According to an early biochemical model (1), cysteamine reacts
with lysosomal cystine and forms a lysine-like mixed disulﬁde
that exits lysosomes through an unknown lysosomal transporter
of cationic amino acids (Fig. P1). The elucidation of PQLC2
function prompted us to examine whether it corresponded to this
mixed disulﬁde transporter. Using our frog oocyte assay, we
found that PQLC2 efﬁciently transports the mixed disulﬁde.
Moreover, silencing of the PQLC2 human gene in cultured cells
of patients trapped this intermediate when cells were exposed to
cysteamine. We concluded that PQLC2 plays a key role in the
therapeutic action of cysteamine.
Except for cystinosin, the molecular activity of other PQloop proteins remains unknown. The elucidation of PQLC2
function suggests that small-molecule transport is a conserved
feature of the PQ-loop protein family, in agreement with the
recent identiﬁcation of SWEET sugar transporters (3) and of
the mitochondrial pyruvate carrier (4, 5) in related protein families. The characterization of PQLC2 also has clinical implications.
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